
 

How the IB/FCM can use the platform to meet their NFA review 

requirement: 

 

We recommend FCMs/IBs using iSystems put procedures in place 

to review the operation of the platform to meet your own 

compliance needs, including but not limited to: 

 

1.  the periodic review of performance, 

2.  review of client performance in relation to what is posted,  

3. confirming average fill prices with iSystems  

 

You are 100% responsible from a compliance standpoint for what 

is on your white label, and could run afoul of the NFA if saying 

something like “we don’t produce this, it’s all iSystem’s data” or 

“we don’t review this, we just rely on iSystems”.  

 

The NFA’s stance is you can not rely on RCM, TradingMotion, or 

iSystems to meet your review requirements.  But that doesn’t 

preclude us from creating the tools to enable you to meet those 

requirements, and along those lines, we have created the tools 

outlined below to assist in the periodic review of the platform: 

 

A. Reviewing System Performance: 
  

How do you make sure the reported profit or loss for a month lines up with what the system did 

that month? 

 

This is available right on the customer facing platform via each program’s performance table. 

 



1. The listed monthly P/L for each system is ‘clickable’ within the performance report, bringing up 

the day by day profit or loss for each specific month, allowing a reviewer or auditor to verify that 

the daily signal results equal the listed monthly total, and that the sum of the monthly totals 

equals the annual totals, and so on and so forth for all of the resulting stats.  

 
 

2. For further detail, a reviewer or auditor can click on the ‘Trade Log’, to see the specific trade 

prices (‘Hypo Fill Price’) which were generated by the system to result in the specific  session’s 

profit or loss. These trade prices can also be downloaded to an excel file via the excel icon at the 

bottom left, for quick calculations from points earned/lost to dollars earned/lost.    



 
 

3. For trades done on actual accounts – even more detail is provided, including the ‘Average’ fill 

price for each trade on each system across all TradingMotion users (across all brokers and 

FCMs). The best and worst price achieved across all customers is provided so clients and 

reviewers can test whether a client is receiving adequately random fill allocations (i.e., is not 

repeatedly the best or worst fill). The slippage, or difference between the Hypo Fill price and 

‘Average’ price is also listed, in points. And again, all the data can be downloaded to a 

spreadsheet.  

 

 
 

B. Checking the Average Fill Price 
  

How do you confirm the average fill price is calculated correctly? 

 

This is available via an offline request to RCM or iSystems personnel. 

 

1. To protect the proprietary nature of how many users are utilizing each system and the platform 

in general –  TradingMotion will provide support for the average fill price across all customers 

outside of the platform, meaning not readily available to any and all users online.  Any user, 

FCM, IB, or NFA can request the support for any average fill price on the platform, and 

Tradingmotion will email a spreadsheet such as the following, detailing the fill prices across 

multiple clients, the average of which is the average price listed on the platform. 

 



ClientFill_Time ClientFill_Volume ClientFill_Price ClientFill_OrdNo ClientFill_TrnNo ExectutingFCM ClientAccountNumber 

04/05/2011 17:00:02 1 7403.5 03ASBY4T2 007ZPF Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA 812784 

04/05/2011 17:00:02 1 7404 03ASBY4T2 007ZPG Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA 812784 

04/05/2011 17:00:04 2 7403.5 A6657-755148 738336 Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA ATT_PF85646-52 

04/05/2011 17:00:04 2 7404 A6619-755147 738339 Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA ATT_PF85670-76 
 

              Average Price =         7403.75 

 

 

C. Reviewing Customer Activity 
  

How do you review the activity of a customer (including system activations, stoppages, number 

of contracts per signal changes, and so on)? 

 

How do you review a customer’s performance on the platform versus their monthly statements, 

and versus the platform’s reported performance for a system or systems they have activated for 

their account 

 

This is available via a ‘Broker Portal’, provided to each IB/FCM utilizing the platform 

 

4. A ‘Broker Portal’ is provided to each IB and FCM utilizing the TradingMotion platform where 

they can monitor the activity and performance of all their clients utilizing the platform.  

 
 

 



5. To review and reconcile actual client performance as seen on the client’s monthly statements 

with what is shown on the TradingMotion platform, an IB or FCM (or auditor) can click through 

to a specific client via the Broker Portal and view the ‘Performance’ tab for that client, which 

allows the reviewer to see the daily profit and loss per market, per system, and overall on any 

timeframe.  

 

 
 

6. When selecting a specific month, the daily profit and loss for the client across all systems active 

during that month is shown under ‘My P/L’, with the total P/L given (in this example, $5,865.17) 

reconciling to the total futures profit/loss on the customer’s monthly statement (with any 

differences being due to small differences in currency conversions, as disclosed) 

 
 

a. ‘My P/L’ will list the USD converted daily profit/loss, while a total in each currency will 

be listed at the bottom of the table for any trading done in Euros via Eurex.  

 



b. The following disclosure is provided to clients on the performance page: The profit and 

loss (P/L) amounts above are provided as a convenience to you, but should not be 

considered apart from your official daily and monthly account statement from the 

clearing firm(s) which processes your trades and holds your money. Your official 

statements from the clearing firm include disclosures and definitions not provided 

herein, and may use conversion rates which differ from those listed above. The profit 

and loss (P/L) shown here is derived from your activity on this platform only, and does 

not sync with your balances at the clearing firm to reflect all activity in the account. 

 

 

7. The ‘Performance’ tab also allows clients and reviewers at the IB/FCM/NFA to view how a client 

has performed (‘My P/L’) in relation to the system (‘Hypo P/L’) for cases when the client had the 

system active for the entire day (‘Trading Diff’) and for cases when the client started or stopped 

the system during the day (‘Start/Stop Diff’), also listing the number of ‘Start/Stops’ per day.  

 

 
 

a. The client acknowledges in the User Agreement that their actions may cause substantial 

differences between the system and their account: 

 

“Users may start and stop ATS as frequently or infrequently as they desire, and user 

hereby acknowledges that the performance in their account may differ substantially 

from the listed performance of ATS they activate/deactivate, depending on the 

timing of such activations/deactivations and whether that timing resulted in certain 

profitable/unprofitable being realized or not realized for user’s account. 

 

8. Clicking on any of the start/stop numbers listed for each day will pull up a log of what actions 

the user took in deviating from the system (i.e. close open position, stop system, reactivate) 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


